<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Scheme</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Other points to note:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RTP Scholarship and UQRT Scholarship   | • Applicants can be considered twice within a UQ Graduate School scholarship round.  
• Applicants can be considered prior to enrolment and in the first round after the confirmation milestone has been achieved.  
• Confirmation must have been achieved on the first attempt and on time.  
• Applicants must be nominated for scholarship by the enrolling AOU.  
• Applications and nominations must be submitted by the relevant deadline.  
• Applicants must hold an unconditional, or enrolled, status by the relevant deadline.  
• Applicants cannot hold a degree at the same or a higher level.  
• Scholarships are for full-time students only. Students enrolled in an approved concurrent enrolment program, or who have carer’s responsibilities, a medical condition or a disability which prevents them from studying full-time may be eligible. Assessed on a case by case basis by the UQ Graduate School.  
|                                                                                      | • An applicant who is unsuccessful twice at the point of application, and who does not commence, will become eligible for further scholarship consideration after 3 years have passed.  
• An applicant who wishes to commence study without a scholarship will do so as a self-funded student.  
• The first round after confirmation is considered to be the next available scholarship round (based on the deadline date for nominations to be submitted) after the confirmation milestone has formally been achieved (the confirmation date as recorded by the UQ Graduate School).  
• An applicant being considered in the first round after confirmation will be for UQRT only.  
|                                                                                      | • The living allowance scholarship is to be awarded under the conditions specified in 4.80.01 UQ Research Scholarships.  
• Self-funded students are ineligible.  
• A competitive process must be applied in accordance with legislation.  
| UQRT tuition fee offset only          | • Applicants must be nominated for scholarship by the enrolling AOU.  
• Applicants must hold a living allowance scholarship from the enrolling AOU, or another source such as the Australian government or other Australian organisation.  
• Consideration is prior to commencement.  
• Off-shore remote students are not eligible for scholarship consideration.  
Applicants must be studying at a location within Australia.  
• Scholarships are for full-time students only. Students enrolled in an approved concurrent enrolment program, or who have carer’s responsibilities, a medical condition or a disability which prevents them from studying full-time, may be eligible. Assessed on a case by case basis by the UQ Graduate School.  
• Applicants cannot hold a degree at the same or a higher level.  
|                                                                                      | • The CSC have their own eligibility criteria.  
• Offer of scholarship will be conditional upon award of the CSC, evidence of successful CSC required.  
• Applicants cannot also be nominated for UQ Graduate School scholarships while being considered for the CSC.  
| UQRT tuition fee offset for China Scholarship Council (CSC) | • Applicants must be nominated for scholarship by the enrolling AOU.  
• Applicants must be applying for the CSC living allowance.  
• For PhD applicants only.  
• Applicants must meet UQ English proficiency requirements.  
• Consideration prior to commencement or in the first year of PhD study.  
• Off-shore remote students are not eligible for scholarship consideration.  
Applicants must be studying at a location within Australia.  
• Applicants cannot hold a degree at the same or a higher level.  
|                                                                                      | • The CSC have their own eligibility criteria.  
• Offer of scholarship will be conditional upon award of the CSC, evidence of successful CSC required.  
• Applicants cannot also be nominated for UQ Graduate School scholarships while being considered for the CSC.  